GROUNDED NORDIC SKI TRAILS

Yeti's Loop
This trail was constructed and groomed as a cross country ski route. Enjoy the full 3.1 mile (5K) loop, or take the cutoff for a 1 mile loop. Ski counter-clockwise for a mellow ascent and steeper downhill pitch. Classic track and skate lane groomed.

Campground Loop
Not as steep as Yeti’s Loop and a great loop through the forest. The lower section of this trail shares the route with the Happy Hour singletrack trail. Be cautious of other trail users.

SUGGESTED USE
• Classic Ski
• Skate Ski
• Snowshoe

GROUNDED SNOWMOBILE TRAILS

BPA (Powerline) Rd.
This is the preferred groomed motorized route through the Southern Valley Trails Project area. 3 miles of machine groomed trail between Mike Harris and Pole Canyon.

Sherman Spgs Access Rd.
Groomed access route for all winter trail users. Dogs are welcome on this 1.5 mile access trail.

SUGGESTED USE
• Snowmobile
• Nordic Ski
• Fat Bike
• Snowshoe

GROUNDED SINGLETRACK TRAILS

Nemo
SUGGESTED USE
• Classic Ski
• Snowshoe
• Shuffle Ski

Lady Slipper

Hillbender

Happy Hour

FOR UP TO DATE GROOMING AND TRAIL INFORMATION VISIT: TVTAP.ORG